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Dams are critical infrastructures whose safety must be properly managed. Traditional decision-making ap
proaches often assume the stationarity of factors defining risk. However, dam risk is susceptible to evolve with
time. Risk can no longer be considered a static but a time-dependent concept which cumulative value must be
reduced for different timescales. A broader perspective to dynamically evaluate time issues in the prioritization
of measures is thus required.
A new approach is proposed for dam risk management in the long term that considers the potential evolution
of risk. A new time-dependent risk indicator that allows assessing the efficiency of adaptation measures in
optimally reducing dam risks has been defined: the Aggregated Adjusted Cost per Statistical Life Saved
(AACSLS). Its use makes it possible to better design risk reduction measures and to plan the implementation
sequence that maximizes their effectiveness.
The methodology has been applied to the case study of a Spanish dam under the effects of climate change.
Different risk reduction measures have been proposed and their effects have been analyzed for a specific time
horizon. The use of the AACSLS indicator has allowed identifying the prioritization of measures that optimizes
the allocation of economic resources in the long term.

1. Introduction
Dams are critical infrastructures whose associated risk must be
properly managed in a continuous and updated process [1]. Risk can be
estimated by the combined impact of a given scenario, probability of
occurrence, and associated consequences [2]. Risk Analysis techniques
are being used worldwide to inform dam safety management and assess
the efficiency of adaptation measures [3–5] with which decisionmaking is justifiable, objective and clear.
In the dam safety context, most dam risk management strategies are
often applied assuming the stationarity of factors defining risk [6].
However, risk is susceptible to evolve with time due to changes in their
components and can no longer be assumed as a static but rather as a
time-dependent concept. Among others, factors affecting risk evolution
are:

• Effects of climate change on dam safety. Changes in climate factors
such as variations in extreme temperatures or frequency of heavy

⁎

•
•

•
•

precipitation events are likely to affect the different factors driving
dam risk [1,7–10].
The increasing exposure of people and economic assets in at-risk
areas due to population and economic growth [11,12], which aug
ment the potential socio-economic losses.
Changes in the value of water as a resource. The value of water
allocated to irrigation or hydropower production is likely to vary
due to the expected alteration of the distribution, volume, and
timing of water resources in the future [13–16]. Thus, in the case of
dam failure or serious malfunctioning, the absence of the structure
would induce changes in the consequences caused by being unable
to manage water resources as required.
The degradation of the dam-reservoir system, due to the aging of the
infrastructure, lack of maintenance or to reservoir sedimentation
processes [17].
Moreover, within the dam safety management context, the im
plementation of risk reduction measures can be planned in the short,
mid or long term, which will have a direct impact on the variation of
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of three concepts: what can happen (dam failure), how likely it is to
happen (failure probability), and what its consequences are (failure
consequences, including but not restricted to economic damages and
loss of life) [31]. In this case, the concept of failure is not limited ex
clusively to the catastrophic breakage of the dam but includes any event
that might produce adverse consequences, e.g. mission disruption [18].
The associated failure probability can be defined as:

the associated risks [18].
Usually, decision-making processes use criteria for prioritizing in
frastructure investment based on current management priorities, safety
standards and/or recent climate conditions. Under this new dynamic
context, traditional approaches are no longer enough and should be
updated to consider risks and costs as time series rather than fixed
values [19]. In this context, adaptation planning is of critical im
portance to ensure that relevant information is incorporated early on
when developing long-term adaptation strategies, such as infrastructure
investments or policy and operational changes [20]. Decision-makers
must provide themselves with robust tools to manage future risks by
anticipating the application of resilient mitigation measures.
Some efforts have been taken to address the non-stationary nature
of risk. For instance, the US Bureau of Reclamation (USBR) has defined
a Climate Change Adaptation Strategy [20,21] to consider climate
change information in the agency decision making. This Strategy pro
poses qualitative methods that help identifying actions to be im
plemented in the short term and in the long term. The US Army Corps of
Engineers (USACE) describes in its Climate Change Adaptation Plan
[22] the actions that are undertaken to manage climate change related
risks and vulnerabilities at the basin level. Among other guiding prin
ciples identified, the Adaptation Plan recommends incorporating riskmanagement methods and tools (such as Risk Analysis techniques) to
help identify, assess, and prioritize options to reduce vulnerability to
potential implications of climate change. In a more specific scenario,
[10] proposed a framework to investigate the risk of dam overtopping
resulting from time-variant climatic factors and to determine the op
timal termination time of dam retirement based exclusively on eco
nomic criteria. These same principles are being undertaken in other
fields of work, for instance for the definition of maintenance strategies
for flood and coastal flood defenses [23,24].
Existing initiatives in the field of dam safety management can
however benefit from a comprehensive and quantitative approach
based on Cost-Benefit Analysis. This has the advantages that it is
transparent, sets clear standards of methodology, and allows mean
ingful debate and comparison between alternatives [25]. This approach
should use information about future risks in order to make decisions
about how to manage dam-reservoir systems or prioritize investments
for operations and maintenance in a wide range of scenarios. In this
paper, the authors present an approach to tackle dam safety manage
ment in the long term considering both human-induced and natural
variation of risks as well as considering their economic and social
components [26]. Moreover, a new risk indicator is proposed for the
quantitative assessment of the long-term efficiency of risk reduction
measures designed to reduce the cumulative risk value for a range of
timescales, denoted as AACSLS (Aggregated Adjusted Cost per Statis
tical Life Saved). With this new approach, long-term investments can be
planned and prioritized more efficiently in the decision-making process.
This will prevent selecting measures that would no longer be necessary
in the future or missing some measures that could efficiently reduce
future risk.

p (f ) =

p (e ) ·p (f |e )
e

(1)

Where the summation is defined over all events e under study, p(f) is
the dam failure probability, p(e) is the probability of an event that
originates failure and p(f|e) is the probability of failure due to event e.
As the equation reflects, failure probability has two components: one
corresponding to the loads (p(e)) and one corresponding to the system
response (p(f|e)). In Risk Analysis, failure probability is usually ex
pressed as an annual probability, that is, the probability that in any
given year the dam fails. Hence, the term p(e) in Eq. (1) refers to the
probability of the event occurring in any given year.
Based on the previous definition, risk can be computed in a single
value by combining failure probabilities and the consequences as a
result of that failure, including economic consequences and loss of life,
among others. Risk is expressed through the following formula:

R=

p (e )· p (f |e )· C (f |e )
e

(2)

Where C(f|e) are the consequences produced as a result of each failure f
and event e. When C(f|e) expresses the loss of life, the risk is referred as
social risk (Rs); when C(f|e) expresses the economic consequences, the
risk is referred as economic risk (Re).
Following these formulas, failure probabilities, consequences and
risks can be calculated, usually with risk models [18,32]. A common
practice in dam safety is working with incremental consequences
[28,29,33]. Incremental consequences are incremental losses or da
mage, which dam failure might inflict over and above any losses which
might have occurred for the same natural event or conditions, had the
dam not failed [34]. They are obtained by subtracting the consequences
in the non-failure case to the consequences in the failure case. This
allows considering only the part of the risk produced by the dam
failure. Risk is then known as incremental risk.
It is worth mentioning that, although environmental damage (as
well as social disturbing, loss of reputation, damages to historical or
cultural heritage, etc.) can also be part of the negative consequences
due to a dam failure, they are difficult to quantify and so are usually
treated in a qualitative way. Therefore, in this work only the economic
and social consequences have been quantitative assessed and included
in the analysis.
2.2. Risk evaluation and management
Once the risk for the current situation (base case) has been calcu
lated, its importance must be evaluated to determine whether mitiga
tion measures are required. Judgments and values are introduced in the
process [30] and risk is generally classified as unacceptable, tolerable
or broadly acceptable [35]. Different organizations have proposed risk
tolerability recommendations to evaluate whether a dam risk is toler
able or not [18,28,29,36,37]. It is worth mentioning that such re
commendations do not include yet the temporal dimension in their
criteria, and thus do not account for climate change influence. In the
light of climate change effect and its expected evolution with time, a redefinition of such recommendations seems worthwhile. Based on
changes in these criteria, the proposed methodology could be re-de
fined, or techniques for updating its application could be established.
Based on the classification of the estimated risk for the base case, a
key stage of the risk analysis process relies on the definition of risk
reduction measures. Decisions should be made based on the comparison

2. Review of dam risk management approaches based on risk
indicators
Risk analysis techniques are increasingly gaining importance as
decision support tools in civil engineering applications [27] and in
particular in the field of dam safety management. They allow the in
tegration of all the relevant aspects of dam safety and help optimizing
the existing resources and pointing at the most efficient ways of using
them [18,28–30].
2.1. Concepts of failure probability and risks
In the context of dam safety, risk can be defined as the combination
2
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of risk for the current situation and for the situation after the measure is
implemented. Such comparison can be conducted using risk indicators,
as described below.

consider the benefit due to the economic risk reduction:

ACSLS =

2.3. Risk reduction indicators

•

Cop (meas ) )
(3)

R e (meas)

Cmeas

(Cop (base)
Rs (base)

(5)

3.1. Re-evaluation of risk concepts
First, the concepts of failure probability as well as social and eco
nomic risk presented in Section 2.1 must be re-evaluated to incorporate
their time dependency.
The new approach proposed will be applied to a dam for a period
[0,n] between the present time (year 0) and a general time horizon
(year n). As mentioned above, failure probability and risks are ex
pressed in terms of annual probability and risks, respectively. That
implies that the time step for the definition of these concepts is one year
and that the analysis is applied to a period covering a total of n + 1
time steps or states.
As the dam safety conditions evolve from year to year, the asso
ciated risks can be re-evaluated for each time step. For illustration,
Fig. 1 displays an event tree that models a risk system for the period
[0,n]. For any year i, the state [i] can be represented as an event tree

Cop (meas) )

Rs (meas)

Re (meas) )

In general, the evaluation of the impact and efficiency of potential
measures for risk reduction is performed taking the present situation as
the base case [18]. This implies considering that the risk is stationary
with time; indeed, the risk components of the previous formulas (Re
(base), Rs(base)) are constant values. Under this traditional approach, risk
evolution is considered affected only by the sequence of measures im
plemented. Conversely, in this work risk is rather treated as a timedependent concept and must be tackled under a new perspective.

Where Cmeas is the annualized cost of the measure; Cop(base) is the
present annual operation cost of the dam; Cop(meas) is the operation
cost assuming the implementation of the measure; Re(base) is the
economic risk in the base case; and Re(meas) is the economic risk in
the situation with the measure implemented.
CSLS (Cost per Statistical Life Saved). This indicator is used to
analyze risk management measures in very different fields such as
aerospace [46], health science [47,48], soil pollution [49], dam
safety [28] and road traffic safety [50]. It shows how much it costs
to avoid each potential loss of life as a result of a dam failure by
implementing a measure:

CSLS =

•

(Cop (base)

(R e (base)

Rs (meas)

3. Proposed strategy for long-term dam risk management

comparison of the cost of measure with the economic risk reduction
benefit resulting from its implementation:

Re (base)

Cop (meas ) )
Rs (base)

Intuitively, these indicators express how much it costs to avoid each
potential loss of life as a result of a dam failure when applying a
measure. They are based on efficiency and/or equity principles that rise
from the need society has to distribute and use its available resources in
such a way as to gain maximum benefit in the most efficient way
[35,38]. In general, the measure that reduces the risk at the lowest cost
and thus presents the higher efficiency will be prioritized, that is the
measure with the lower value of the indicator.

• CBR (Cost-Benefit Ratio). This indicator [44,45] arises from the
Cmeas

(Cop (base)

Where Re(base) is the economic risk in the base case; and Re(meas) is
the economic risk in the situation with the measure implemented.
ACSLS is usually used to apply the ALARP (As Low as Reasonably
Practicable) [35,44] criterion, by indicating that a measure can be
rejected in case the results show that it is not cost-efficient.

As shown in [38,39], risk reduction indicators are a useful tool to
obtain prioritization sequences from a set of risk reduction measures by
analyzing the efficiency in risk reduction of each proposed action.
These indicators are obtained using the cost of each measure and the
risk results for the base case and the situation with the measure im
plemented. This is done by applying the principles of Cost-Benefit
analyses, where the total expected cost of each measure is compared
with their total expected benefits [40,41], in this case, in terms of risk
reduction. Such techniques can be applied to inform and evaluate a
range of interventions that can address disaster risks [42,43]. In this
case, the risk can be recognized as a real cost that can be expressed both
in monetary and social terms. Several indicators can be used in the
evaluation of dam risk reduction measures, including one or both terms
of risk. In this paper, three key indicators are explained:

CBR =

Cmeas

(4)

Where Rs(base) is the social risk in the base case; and Rs(meas) is the
social risk in the situation with the measure implemented. The CSLS
has economic units per life.
ACSLS (Adjusted Cost per Statistical Life Saved). This indicator
[3,28] is calculated as the previous CSLS but adjusting the cost to

Fig. 1. Representation of an event tree modeling a risk system for the next n years.
3
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with 2 branches: non-failure (nf[i]), and failure (f[i]). For the period
considered between the years 0 and n, the resulting risk system is
composed of n + 1 sequential event trees with 2 branches each, as
shown in Fig. 1. Each branch has an associated probability of pnf[i] and
pf[i], respectively. Moreover, each state [i] has an associated risk R[i]
based on the incremental consequences between the failure and the
non-failure branches (cf. Section 2.1).
Failure cases are represented as black circles in Fig. 1, while the
non-failure cases are represented as white circles. It is considered that
for each state [i], only two complementary possibilities exist: the failure
and the non-failure of the dam; this means that in any given state:

pf [i] + pnf [i] = 1

cost such as the economic risk and since the value of money changes
with time, convention imposes that all amounts be translated in time to
the same instant, e.g. by adding their net present values. This allows
evaluating and comparing in a homogeneous way time-dependent risks.
Therefore, the present value of the aggregated economic risk, noted Re*,
is expressed as:
n

= pf [0] + (1
+

pf [0] )·(1

pf [1] )·( )·(1

pf [n

(7)

On the other hand, the aggregated non-failure probability re
presents the probability of the dam not failing during the entire period
[0,n]. Based on the event tree of Fig. 1, this probability corresponds to
the product of the probabilities of all the non-failure branches pnf[i] in
the event tree:

pnf [0, n] = pnf [0] ·pnf [1] ·( )·pnf [n] = (1

pf [0] )·(1

pf [1] ) (1

=

(8)

= R[0] + R[1]·(1
+

+pnf [0] · pnf [1] ·( )·pnf [n

pf [0] )·(1

pf [1] )·( )·(1

1] )

(9)

The formulas of Eqs. (7), (8) and (9) can be generalized as:
n

pf [j] ·
j=1

(1

pf [k] )

k=0

m

(1

(10)

n

* [0, n] = Cop [0] +
Cop

pf [j] )

n

R[0, n] = R[0] +

(1
k=0

pf [k] )

Re*(meas)[0, n])

Cop [j]
j
t=1

(1 + it )

(1

pf [k] )

(15)

j 1

·

(1

pf [k] )

k=0

(16)

3.3. New approach for the prioritization of risk reduction measures

j 1

R[j]·
j =1

j =1

(11)

j=0

(Re*(base)[0, n]

Rs (meas)[0, n]

j 1
Cmeas [j]
·
j
(1 + it ) k = 0
t=1

j=1

n

pnf [0, n] =

* (meas)[0, n])
Cop

Rs (base)[0, n]

* [0, m] = Cmeas [0] +
Cmeas

j 1

pf [0, n] = pf [0] +

* (base)[0, n]
(Cop

* [0, m] is the
Where AACSLS is expressed in monetary units per life; Cmeas
total cost of the measure that may take a certain period to be fully
implemented (m is the final year of the implementation of the measure,
* [0, n] are the operation costs computed for the period
with m ≤ n); Cop
[0,n]; Re*[0, n] is the economic risk as expressed in Eq. (13); and Rs*[0, n] is
the social risk, that is the average expected number of lost lives during
the period [0,n] as expressed in Eq. (12). As in Eq. (13), the present
value of the cost of the measure as well as of the operation costs must be
used:

1] ·R[n]

pf [n

* [0, m]
Cmeas

(14)

pf [0] )

+ R[n]·(1

(13)

AACSLS[0, n]

pf [n] )

Finally, the aggregated risk can be seen as the total economic cost or
cost in lives resulting from the failure of the dam for the entire period
[0,n]. This corresponds to the sum of all risks R[i] at each year i, where
each risk value must be weighted by the probability of reaching the
state [i]. Based on the previous equations, it can be expressed as:

R[0, n] = R[0] + pnf [0] ·R[1] +

pf [k] )

When assuming the stationarity of risk, the criteria used to prioritize
different risk reduction measures are based on a direct comparison of
the indicators’ values (a unique value for each measure). Since the new
approach is based on a time-dependent assumption, the indicator used
must be adapted to consider time variability.
The criterion in which such indicator must be based consists on
prioritizing those measures that present a higher efficiency in the risk
reduction throughout a predefined period [0,n]. The use of this risk
reduction principle would prevent prioritizing measures that would no
longer be necessary in the future or missing some measures that could
efficiently reduce the future risk. For this, the ACSLS has been taken as
the reference indicator since it combines social and economic efficiency
principles.
Under this assumption, a new risk indicator is proposed in this
paper: the Aggregated Adjusted Cost per Statistical Life Saved
(AACSLS). The AACSLS indicator calculates the total cost of a statistical
life saved during a given period. It is considered that measures may take
a certain time to be fully implemented due to construction duration or
administration processes among others, and that until completed they
have no effects on the risk.
Thus, the components of Eq. (5) (costs, economic and social risks)
are evaluated cumulatively following the concepts presented in Section
3.1:

1] · pf [n]

1] )·pf [n]

(1
k=0

3.2. Definition of a new time-dependent indicator for the prioritization of
risk reduction measures

pf [0] )· pf [1]

+ (1

(1 + it )

·

Where it is the discount rate at year t. It is assumed that i0=0.

Moreover, it can be assumed that, once the dam has failed (f[i]
branches), no more sub-cases arise from the resulting failure event.
Indeed, the post-failure state of the dam-reservoir system is different
from the analyzed situation: removal of the dam, partial rebuilding of
the dam, or building of a completely new infrastructure. As the damreservoir system configuration changes, the methodology proposed
must be re-applied from the beginning with another event tree with
new failure probabilities.
In this new context, the aggregated failure and non-failure prob
abilities and the aggregated risk for a given period [0,n] must be used to
assess their representative future values at year n. On one hand, the
aggregated failure probability is the sum of probabilities of all the tree
branches corresponding to the dam failure between year 0 and year n,
that is all the paths leading to the black circles in Fig. 1. Based on
Eq. (6), this aggregated probability can be expressed depending of the
failure probability of each branch as:

+ pnf [0] ·pnf [1] ·( )·pnf [n

j
t=1

j=1

(6)

pf [0, n] = pf [0] + pnf [0] · pf [1] +

j 1

Re [j]

Re*[0, n] = R[0] +

(12)

The use of the proposed indicator requires a new approach that
incorporates the evolution of risk with time and evaluates the impact of
each measure for a defined period. The goal is to define a prioritization

The latter expression of R[0,n] is valid for both the social (Rs) and the
economic risk (Re). It is worth noting that, when referring to a future
4
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be used for this evaluation, as mentioned in Section 2.2.
(c) Based on the tolerability of the computed present and future risk, a
set of potential risk reduction measures are proposed. The im
plementation and operation costs of each measure must be also
defined, considering the change in the value of money.
(d) The next step is the definition of the decision time horizon or fi
nancing horizon. This horizon T is the upper limit of the time in
terval [0,T] during which the investment is to be justifiably fi
nanced [55]. This is a key step prior to the assessment of the
efficiency of each measure. Indeed, it implies that risks in the far
future are to be counted as if they occurred at the financing horizon.
This allows foreseeing the events to be expected during this period
[0,T], to define the risk reduction measures and to plan the im
plementation that maximize their effectiveness. Criteria for setting
the decision time horizon cover a wide range of possibilities. These
are the basis for the widespread application in diverse domains of
economic and financial analyses such as cost benefit analysis (CBA),
cost effectiveness analysis (CEA) or multi-criteria analysis (MCA)
[56–59]; among others:
Availability of funds.
Expected lifetime of the dam.
Applicability of the measures.
Factors affecting the evolution of the dam failure risk, such as
changing climate or sedimentation phenomena in the reservoir
[10].
(e) Risk is computed again considering each measure implemented, in
current and future situations.
(f) Based on the risk results, the AACSLS indicator defined in Section
3.2 is computed for all the measures proposed and for the entire
analysis period.
(g) The measures are ranked according to their risk reduction effi
ciency. We select first the measure that present a lower AACSLS
indicator for the study period.

•
•
•
•

Finally, steps d) to g) can be iteratively repeated for the rest of the
measures in order to define the implementation sequence of such
measures. For this, the risk reduction resulting from the previously
implemented measure(s) has to be taken into account before ranking
the remaining measures. Moreover, the decision time horizon should be
re-evaluated based on the efficiency of selected measures but also on
other factors (e.g., remaining funding capacity).

Fig. 2. Process to rank risk reduction measures based on long-term risk eva
luation.

of risk reduction measures based on the AACSLS indicator.
Priority measures should correspond to those presenting a higher
risk reduction throughout a specific time period, while assuming a
lower accumulated cost calculated for this same period. That is, rank
the different measures according to increasing AACSLS values.
A procedure is proposed in this work to evaluate risk and to assess
the efficiency of the measures in the long term as follows (Fig. 2):

4. Case study
A case study of a Spanish dam belonging to the Duero River Basin
Authority is used in this work for the application of the proposed
methodology. The Santa Teresa dam is located in the upper part of the
Tormes River, in the province of Salamanca (Spain), and is managed by
the Duero River Basin Authority. The Santa Teresa reservoir is bounded
by the Santa Teresa dam and a smaller auxiliary dike.
The Santa Teresa dam is a concrete gravity dam built in 1960 and
has a height of 60 m with its crest level at 887.20 m a.s.l. and a length of
517 m. It is equipped with a spillway (Fig. 3) regulated by five gates
capable of relieving, altogether, 2′017 m3/s at its normal operating
level (885.70 m a.s.l.), as well as with two bottom outlets with a release
capacity of 88 m3/s each. The dam is complemented with a 165 m long
and 15 m high auxiliary gravity concrete saddle dam with its crest level
at 886.90 m a.s.l.
The Santa Teresa reservoir has a capacity of 496 hm3 at its normal
operating level (885.70 m a.s.l.). The catchment that pours into the
reservoir has a total surface of 1′853 km2 and is part of the Tormes
Water Exploitation System, with the Santa Teresa reservoir being the
first and uppermost infrastructure of the basin to regulate the Tormes
River. The main uses for the Santa Teresa dam-reservoir system are
hydropower production, flood protection, irrigation and water supply
to the areas located between the Santa Teresa and Almendra dams,

(a) The first step is the computation of risk. In this case, we calculate
the risk in the present situation and its evolution with time. In
particular, the values of the failure and non- failure probabilities (pf
[i] and pnf[i]) and both the social (Rs[i]) and the economic risk (Re[i])
for any given state [i] within the analysis period are needed. For
simplicity, it is suggested to calculate these values for a few time
horizons and then interpolate them at an annual interval. Risk
models are a basic tool used for the quantitative assessment of these
components, integrating and connecting most variables concerning
dam safety [51–53]. Such models serve also as a supporting tool to
assess the effects on risk imposed by climate change. Refer to [1,54]
for a theoretical and practical guidance on the use of risk models for
the calculation of dam risk evolution under this approach.
(b) Risk evaluation is needed to evaluate whether a risk is tolerable or
not and, eventually, to justify the proposition and implementation
of risk reduction measures. This must be done for the risk level at
the current situation but also for future risks. Several reference
organizations have proposed tolerability recommendations that can
5
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Fig. 3. View of the Santa Teresa spillway from downstream.

including Salamanca city.
An analysis published in [54] showed a quantitative assessment of
the future effects of climate change on the failure risk of the Santa
Teresa dam. Such results are used in this work to assess how a long-term
approach that takes into account the expected evolution of risk would
improve the risk management of the dam.

until the end of the century.
Among the different climate models and RCPs available, in this
study the climate projection coded as CP16 in [54] (Global Climate
Model: MPI-M-MPI-ESM-LR; Ensemble: r1i1p1; Institute: MPI-CSC;
RCM: REMO2009) under the RCP2.6 is used for the study case analysis.
This case has been selected since its results resemble the average si
tuation resulting from the different cases studied in [54]. Table 1 shows
the failure probability and the social and economic risks for each period
for the selected climate projection as obtained in [54]. Probability and
risks for intermediate years can be extracted with a linear interpolation
of these values.
At this point, it is important to mention that climate change un
certainties impose a great impact in risk assessment and decisionmaking. Although this work focuses on a unique climate projection,
consideration of uncertainty is therefore an essential element of deci
sion-making as it is inherent in all evidence and in all decisions [62,63].
The difficulty remains on how to incorporate these uncertainties into
the process of dam safety governance by defining adaptation strategies
and prioritizing risk reduction investments. In the context of climate
adaptation policy making, relevant approaches are Adaptive Policy
Making [64,65], Adaptation Pathways [66] or Real Options Analysis
[67,68]. Such methods should be incorporated in a comprehensive
approach to deal with climate-related uncertainties in long-term risk
reduction strategies.

4.1. Risk estimation
In [54], a risk model of the dam was used to compute the associated
failure risks for the present situation and for future climate scenarios.
This risk model was set up with iPresas software [60], a tool for
quantitative risk calculation based on event trees to compute failure
probability and risk. The software integrates the probability of occur
rence of loads, the system response and any type of consequences (loss
of life, economic, total, incremental) through the use of influence dia
grams.
The risk model used analyzes the different ways in which the dam
can fail resulting from the loading events and calculating their prob
abilities, consequences and risks. Such model was elaborated for hy
drological loading scenarios and included: (i) floods probability; (ii)
probability of outlets availability; (iii) previous pool levels probability;
(iv) results from flood routing; (v) fragility curves for different failure
modes; and (vi) loss of life and economic consequences based on hy
draulic models.
The climate projections of 21 regional climate models from the
EUROeCORDEX project [61] encompassing three Representative Con
centration Pathways (RCP2.6, RCP4.5 and RCP8.5) were used. The risk
model allowed calculating the evolution of risk and dam failure prob
ability until the end of the 21st century. Results were then extracted for
4 periods: 1970–2005 (Base Case); 2010–2039; 2040–2069; and
2070–2099. These results serve as reference points (years 2005, 2039,
2069 and 2099, respectively) for the interpolation of risk and failure
probability. Results in [54] showed in most future scenarios an increase
of both the social and economic risks in comparison to the present risk
level. Most cases indicated an increase on the probability of failure of
the dam as well as a reduction in the average consequences. Such re
duction is mainly due to the diminished exposure of people in the atrisk area; according to long-term projections, population is expected to
slightly decrease until 2040 and will follow a substantial diminution

4.2. Risk evaluation
The previous results have been evaluated using the USBR toler
ability criteria [36] to estimate whether the risks are tolerable or not.
Table 1
Results of failure probability, social risk and economic risk for the Base Case
and future projections (from [54]).
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Year

Failure probability
[years−1]

2005
2039
2069
2099

2.91
1.35
5.30
2.16

×
×
×
×

10−6
10−5
10−5
10−4

Social risk [lives/
year]
2.56
7.60
2.33
8.69

×
×
×
×

10−4
10−4
10−3
10−3

Economic risk [M
€/year]
7.53
3.08
1.18
4.86

×
×
×
×

10−4
10−3
10−2
10−2
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Fig. 4. USBR tolerability criteria, and f-N points representing the estimation of failure probability and loss of life based on the risk results from 2005 to 2099.

4.3. Analysis of risk reduction measures

Table 2
Implementation and maintenance costs for each analyzed risk reduction mea
sure.
Measure

Implementation cost

Operation cost (present value)

A
B
C
D

601′528 €
479′413 €
2′817′365 €
0€

30′076 €/year
0 €/year
0 €/year
82′750 €/year

Previous results justify the convenience of proposing risk reduction
measures to be implemented in the Santa Teresa dam for the long term.
Four measures have been defined in this work based on the quantitative
risk analysis performed on 27 dams located in Spain [38,51] and con
sidering the expected climate change impacts resulting from the risk
analysis performed. The implementation costs and operation costs of
Measure A were extracted from the “Implementation Project of the
Emergency Plan of the Santa Teresa Dam and the Saddle Dam”, while
for Measures B, C and D costs were estimated using the Spanish re
commendations published in [69]. The description of each measure is
presented below, and the corresponding costs are shown in Table 2:

This helps determining the convenience of implementing mitigation
measures. As can be seen in Fig. 4, these tolerability guidelines can be
represented on an f-N graph. The vertical axis represents failure prob
ability and the horizontal axis represents average life loss, which can be
obtained dividing social risk by failure probability.
A first limit is set at a failure probability of 10−4 years−1; this value
is related to individual risk, to the public responsibility of the dam
owner and to protecting the image of the organization. A second limit is
set for social risk, suggesting a maximum value of 10−3 lives/year.
These limits define two areas. On the upper area, the further away you
are from the limit lines, the more justified risk reduction measures will
be. On the lower area, the further away you are from the limit lines, the
less justified risk reduction measures will be. Moreover, a limit on
consequences is placed on the value of 1′000 lives. If the risk is to the
right of this line, it should be evaluated carefully, ensuring ALARP (AsLow-As-Reasonably-Practicable) considerations are addressed. ALARP
means that tolerable risks should only be assumed if their reduction is
impracticable or the cost of such reduction is disproportional to the
safety gain it gives.
Results obtained in the risk computation are plotted in Fig. 4. Each
point represents the risk situation at a certain time horizon. Moreover,
interpolated risk corresponding to the present scenario (year 2019) has
been calculated using values from Table 1, as indicated above, and is
also depicted in Fig. 4. Based on these recommendations, the current
situation does not present an urgent need for risk reduction measures.
However, as the risk progresses, the need for risk mitigation becomes
increasingly important. Finally, the situation at the end of the 21st
century exceeds all the proposed tolerability criteria. Hence, the change
of the situation from acceptable to unacceptable risk levels justifies not
only the definition of risk reduction measures, but also the application
of the approach proposed in this paper.

• Measure A: implementation of an Emergency Action Plan (EAP).

•

•

•

7

The Emergency Action Plan has a direct effect on the potential
consequences of dam failure. The existence of adequate protocols
and systems for warning and evacuating the population downstream
means that in the event of a failure, the loss of human life will be
reduced. The result on the dam risk is a reduction of the social risk
but not of the failure probability or the potential economic con
sequences, although in some cases it might be considered.
Measure B: construction of a continuous concrete parapet with
height of 1.5 m along the dam and the auxiliary saddle dam. The
parapet is supposed connected to the existing infrastructure and
resistant enough to support the water pressure to which it is sub
jected. Its direct effect is an increase of freeboard of the dam (dam
crest level), thus reducing the probability of overtopping of both the
dam and the saddle dam.
Measure C: increase of the spillway capacity by lowering 1.5 m its
crest level. This implies a direct effect on the maximum discharge
capacity through each gate, which increases from 403 m3/s at its
normal operating level (885.70 m a.s.l.) up to 588 m3/s. The Tainter
gates regulating the outflows would be replaced by new ones as
well.
Measure D: establishment of a better maintenance program for
spillway gates. In [54], a progressive deterioration in each of the 5
spillway gates was assumed, producing that their individual reli
abilities vary from 85% at the present situation to 75% in 2099.
With this measure, the individual reliabilities are maintained at 85%
until the 2099 scenario, which will reduce dam failure risk in the
future.
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Fig. 5. Resulting evolution of failure probability (top-left), social risk (top-right), and economic risk (bottom-left) considering the implementation of each risk
reduction measure.

4.4. Decision time horizon

indicator has been calculated for the four measures proposed. More
over, in order to assess the convenience of applying the proposed
methodology, the ACSLS indicator (Eq. (5)) has been calculated as well
considering that risk and failure probabilities do not evolve with time.
For its calculation, the annual maintenance and operation costs have
been added to the implementation cost and the total cost of every
measure has been expressed in monetary units (in this case, euros) per
year.
According to the results obtained, a ranking of the measures based
on both risk indicators has been applied. As stated before, priority
measures correspond to those presenting a higher efficiency in risk
reduction. That is, the measure with the lowest value of the indicator is
chosen. Thus, the ranking depends on the risk reduction indicator used
to define it.
Table 3 shows the values of the AACSLS and the ACSLS indicators
for each risk reduction measure, as well as the position of each measure
in the ranking based on both indicators. In particular, the priority of
measures A, B and C are swapped. The ranking based on AACSLS re
veals what are the higher efficiencies in the long term, while the
ranking based on ACSLS gives a short-term perspective. Thus, according
to the results it can be stated that Measure B has the greatest efficiency
when considering its effect on dam safety and the evolution of the
failure probability as well as the social and the economic risks. Without
the application of the proposed approach, Measure A would have been
prioritized over Measure B, thus lessening economic efficiency in the
long term. Moreover, the AACSLS present lower values than the ACSLS.
This means that risk reduction measures are more justifiable

Usually, the design lifespan of a concrete dam is usually comprised
between 50 and 100 years, although it can be expanded as long as it is
technically safe and operable. For this work, considering the age of the
Santa Teresa dam and the functionality of the proposed risk reduction
measures, it has been considered that the decision time horizon (T) is
50 years. Thus, the study period in which the proposed methodology is
to be applied will be between 2019 (present) and 2069.
Moreover, a sensitivity analysis on the effect of the decision time
horizon has been performed and is presented in Section 4.7.
4.5. Computation of risk for each measure
Using the risk model described above and considering the effects of
each measure on the different dam safety components, the resulting
risks have been computed for the study period. Results in terms of
failure probability as well as social and economic risks are presented in
Fig. 5. Each measure affects one or several of these three terms. It is
worth mentioning that Measure A does not have any impact on failure
probability or on economic risk, but only on social risk.
4.6. Estimation of the AACSLS indicator and ranking of measures
Once the resulting risks and failure probabilities have been obtained
for the entire study period and for each risk reduction measure, it is
possible to evaluate their efficiency. Following Eq. (14), the AACSLS

Table 3
Resulting AACSLS and ACSLS indicators for considered risk reduction measures, and their position in the prioritization order.
Measure

AACSLS

Priority (based on AACSLS)

ACSLS

Priority (based on ACSLS)

A
B
C
D

62.25 M€/life
27.55 M€/life
57.32 M€/life
175.42 M€/life

3
1
2
4

160.77 M€/life
169.47 M€/life
197.20 M€/life
1′115.30 M€/life

1
2
3
4
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Fig. 6. Variation of the priority of each measure depending on the time decision horizon.

economically when the risk evolution is taken into account.

Aggregated Adjusted Cost per Statistical Life Saved (AACSLS). This
indicator defines the total cost of saving a statistical life computed for
the entire studied period as a result of applying a certain risk reduction
measure. Based on this indicator, different measures can be ranked
according to their risk reduction efficiency where the main criterion to
follow would be choosing first the measures that present a lower
AACSLS value at the time decision horizon. This represents an in
novative contribution since no other indicator that takes into account
the changeable nature of risks has been proposed before.
The methodology proposed has been applied to the case study of a
Spanish dam. This is the first documented application of a compre
hensive analysis to define long-term adaptation strategies and assess
their efficiency for a dam subjected to the effects of climate change.
Four risk reduction measures have been proposed and their effects have
been analyzed for a specific time horizon. The use of the AACSLS has
proved to be useful to identify the measures that optimize the use of
economic resources in the long term based on their effect on risk re
duction, that is, those that reduce risk (social and economic) at the
lowest cost for the entire period analyzed. The same analysis has been
performed by applying a traditional approach commonly used in dam
risk management that does not consider the evolution of risk with time.
Differences between both approaches highlight the usefulness of the
proposed methodology and provide a more accurate economic justifi
cation for the selection of risk reduction measures to be undertaken.
Furthermore, a sensitivity analysis has revealed the importance of the
decision time horizon employed in the prioritization of such measures,
which becomes a key aspect of the proposed methodology.
It is worth mentioning that uncertainty remains a complex issue
when dealing with climate information [70]. Some of these un
certainties have to do with incomplete knowledge while others relate to
the intrinsic variability in climatic, economic, social and environmental
systems. Therefore, adaptation strategies that cope with such un
certainty sources must be envisaged as an effective tool for risk man
agement in the long term where there is not enough certainty to

4.7. Sensitivity analysis
In order to evaluate how the selection of the decision time horizon
affects the AACSLS and consequently the prioritization of risk reduction
measures, a sensitivity analysis has been performed. For this, the pro
cess described above has been replicated for different times, namely
from 25 to 75 years. Results are shown in Fig. 6, where for each time
horizon the proposed measures are classified from priority 1 to 4.
These results highlight the importance of the decision time chosen.
For instance, Measure A goes from being highly justified for short
horizons (up to 28 years) to becoming less justifiable for longer hor
izons (from 48 years forward). The inverse can be stated for Measures B
and C. In this case, Measure D remains the less priority option for all the
decision times considered.
5. Conclusions
In this paper, a new approach is proposed for long-term dam risk
management that takes into account the potential evolution with time
of risk and of the efficiency of risk reduction measures. The goal of this
approach is to prevent selecting measures that would no longer be
necessary in the future or missing some measures that could efficiently
reduce future risk. This is of particular interest when adapting risk
management strategies to future climate change impacts.
Although traditional decision-making approaches assume the sta
tionarity of factors defining risk, dam risk is susceptible to evolve and
can no longer be assumed as a static but rather as a time-dependent
concept. For this, a re-evaluation of risk concepts has been made. In
particular, risk components have been expressed in terms of aggregated
values for a predefined time decision horizon. In order to adapt the
methodology for risk adaptation, the authors propose a new risk in
dicator that encompasses both the social and economic risk: the
9
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unambiguously establish the best solution [71].
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